State Notes

1. General System Information

No Notes

2. Personnel Information

No Notes

3. System Membership, Outlets and Governance

No Notes

5. System Services

5.25  Total items provided (loaned)  

State Note: Number is higher because we asked how many items were borrowed within school libraries in the same district and outside of the SLS union catalog.

5.26  Total items received (borrowed)  

State Note: Number is higher because we asked how many items were loaned between school libraries in the same district and outside of the SLS union catalog. Also got DOCLINE numbers from SENYLRC.

5.27  Total requests provided (loaned) unfilled  

State Note: More requests mean more things go unfilled.

5.28  Total requests received (borrowed) unfilled  

State Note: More requests mean more things go unfilled.

5.36  Number of sessions  

State Note: We offered a lot of workshops in this area because four of our districts migrated to a new ILS.

5.48  Number of sessions  

State Note: This was a webinar.

5.57  Number of sessions  

State Note: Workshop on how school librarians can support English Language Learners.

5.66  Number of sessions  

State Note: SLS began a mentoring program.

5.97  Description of fees  

State Note: We don't charge fees for SLS services except if we hold a conference at a hotel.

6. Operating Funds Receipts

No Notes

7. Operating Fund Disbursements

7.37  Office and Library Supplies  

State Note: Used CoSer funds for supply needs.

7.43  Travel  

State Note: Previous year there was only a part-time SLS Coordinator, so few conferences were attended.

7.44  Consultants' or vendors' names and a brief description of the service(s) provided  

State Note: Many more workshops were offered this year.

7.82  TOTAL SLS Ending Balance (as of June 30, 2018)  

State Note: This year had a full-time coordinator with more salary and benefit expenses.

12. Projected Annual Budget For Library Systems
13. State Formula Aid Disbursements

2. Allocation

State Note: Membership fee was part of the actual cost of the organizational membership which came with two memberships.

Ms. Behringer already had paid for her own NYLA membership so we did not cover this. We also had participants share rooms and there was an odd number since 3 of our Mentors did not want to share a room and paid for their own. Ms. Behringer got her own room as we had an odd number of people needing rooms.

13. State Formula Aid Disbursements Cont.

14. Summary of Library System Accomplishments

15. Assurance and Contact Information

Suggested Improvements